question: 'Why do you despise the culture of the language you speak every day of your lives, of the only language which your mothers and sisters understand?'...A dialogue ensued which made clear that the young men had neither a clear conception of what Ballantyne meant by Hindi nor any sense of loyalty to it. As the reply of their spokesman showed, the students had no awareness of Hindi in the sense of a standardised literary dialect:

'We do not understand what you Europeans mean by the term Hindi, for there are hundreds of dialects, all in our opinion equally entitled to the name, and there is here no standard as there is in Sanskrit.'

...Finally, they had no sense of attachment to Ballantyne's 'Hindi', or in other words, they accepted the equation Urdu = Hindu + Muslim....These attitudes have particular significance when we realize that five decades later, Hindu students at the same college founded the Nagari Pracharini Sabha to promote Hindi and the Nagari script.45

That the British finally succeeded in their purpose, is history. That the purpose was motivated by colonial arrogance, and politics, and that its achievement engendered a special kind of faith in 'Hindí / Hindu' identity, and generated strong emotions, and hot schemes, is also history.46

45King, One Language, Two Scripts, pp. 90-91.

46King says that due to the comparative youth of khari boli's literary tradition, 'Hindi supporters of the nineteenth, and Hindi historians of the twentieth, century usually include the older literary traditions of Braj Bhasha, Avadhi, and other regional standards in discussing the 'Hindi' literature of the more distant past. When discussing the literature of the recent past and present, they largely ignore these other traditions in favour of khari boli. Part of the process of construction of myths through which elites attach value to symbols of group identity, then, seems to involve ignoring ambiguities or contradictions in these symbols' (One Language, Two Scripts, p. 25).
Chapter Two:
Remaking History,
Refashioning Culture

This brief historical account of the origin myths and realities of the terms ‘Hindi / Urdu’ was necessary because scholars often suggest, or even state, that the language today known as ‘Hindi’ is the rightful claimant to the space in Indian literary history occupied, at least up to the end of the seventeenth century, by the language today called ‘Urdu’. In regard to Braj Bhasha, Avadhī, and similar modern Indian languages, claims that modern Hindi subsumes those languages predate the partition of India. In regard to Urdu’s space, such claims postdate the partition.¹ However, no discussion can now afford to ignore the fact that there are two claimants to a single linguistic and literary tradition, and the whole issue is more political than academic.

Hindi after 1857 gradually emerged, in the words of Jules Bloch, as ‘the lingua franca of the Hindus’. Bloch also recognized that Lallū ji Lāl, ‘under the inspiration of Dr. Gilchrist’, changed everything by writing the famous Prem sāgar (Ocean of Love) ‘whose prose portions are on the whole Urdu, from which Persian words have been throughout replaced by Indo-Aryan words’.² Tara Chand says that this was recognized by Hindi scholars as well, and quotes from a 1921

¹The first major effort in this direction was apparently made by Babu Ram Saksena in his Dakant hindi (1952). I am grateful to Professor Jaffar Razā, of the University of Allahabad, for this information.

²Quoted in the original French with his own English translation by Tara Chand, in The Problem of Hindustani, p. 88.
article of the famous Hindi man of letters Chandra Dhar Sharmā Guleri in support of this.  

The positing of Hindi against Urdu had far-reaching effects on the literary culture of Urdu. Very few of these have been documented, far less discussed and explained in the proper perspective.

A byplay was going on at the time modern Hindi was being groomed to occupy centre stage on the Indian linguistic and literary scene. It was the denigration of Urdu on ‘moral’ and ‘religious’ grounds. Bharatendu Harishchandra (1850-1885), for instance, who is widely regarded as ‘the father of modern standard Hindi’, was at that time not only switching over from Urdu to Hindi, but also writing savage, if vulgar, satires mocking ‘the death of Urdu Begam’—among whose mourners were Arabic, Persian, Pushto, and Panjabi, for they shared a common, ‘foreign’, script. Addressing the Education Commission of 1882, Bharatendu testified (in English),

By the introduction of the Nagari character they [the Muslims] would lose entirely the opportunity of plundering the world by reading one word for another and misconstruing the real sense of the contents. The use of Persian letters in office is not only an injustice to Hindus, but it is a cause of annoyance and inconvenience to the majority of the loyal subjects of Her Imperial Majesty. 

There were other anti-Urdu voices at that time, especially in Benares (now Varanasi), but Harishchandra’s diatribes stand out, coming as they did from a creative writer who began his career as an Urdu writer, and who still occupies a place in the history of modern Urdu literature. As late as in 1871, Bharatendu Harishchandra wrote that his language, and that of the women of his community, was Urdu. In fact, belonging as he did to the pachhādā (western) branch of the Agrāvāl clan, he perhaps didn’t even know the folk language of the Banaras area of his time, and certainly looked down upon the pārābiyā (eastern) branch of the clan. Tara Chand asserts, ‘Throughout these centuries, Hindi (Persianized Hindustani) and not Modern Hindi (Sanskritised Hindustani) was the lingua franca of India, and the speech of polite society, whether Hindu or Muslim’. 

No other Hindu writer seems to have switched from Urdu to Hindi around that time, but the name ‘Hindi’ began to be used less and less for Urdu after the 1880’s. The British also more or less gave up on ‘Hindustani’ once the name ‘Urdu’ became almost universally popular.

New Urdu writers continued to rise from among the Hindus, but the Muslims, perhaps unconsciously responding to the pressure of official British opinion, tended towards excluding Hindu writers from the Urdu canon (and the Persian canon, but that is another story). In his enormously popular history of Urdu poetry called Āb-e hayāt (first published 1880), Muḥammad Ḥusain Azād (1831-1910) found only one Hindu poet worth more than passing mention. It was Dayā Shankar Naṣīm (1811-1844), and Azād discussed him anachronistically, along with Mir Ḥasan (1727-1786), making it difficult for a reader to find Naṣīm’s account in a hurry.

Azād may not have known of Ajay Chand Bhaṭnāgar (fl. 1550’s), but there is no reason why he should have ignored

3Tara Chand, The Problem of Hindustani, p. 87.

4Sengupta, ‘Krishna the Cruel Beloved’, p. 137. For fuller details about this and about the satire against Urdu, see Sengupta, ‘Krishna the Cruel Beloved’, pp. 133-152.


6Tara Chand, The Problem of Hindustani, p. 86. Tara Chand also cites the same Bharatendu Harishchandra quote given by Dalmia.

7The title of Platts’s dictionary (1884) is suggestive: A Dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindit, and English. Only a few years before (1879), Fal’on had named his dictionary A New Hindustani English Dictionary. Writing in 1874, Platts had compromised: A Grammar of Hindustāni or Urdu.

8Substantial portions of Āb-e hayāt have been translated by Frances Pritchett for a forthcoming publication, with an introduction by me that elaborates some of the points made here. (The translation is to be published by Oxford University Press, New Delhi.) See also my ‘Constructing a Literary History’. For Azād on Dayā Shankar Naṣīm, see Āb-e hayāt, pp. 308-09.
numerous Hindu poets of the eighteenth century, including such major figures as Sarb Sukh Divānā (1727/8-1788), Jaspīn Singh Parvānā (1756/7-1813), Tīkā Rām Tasālī (fl. 1790’s), Budh Singh Qalandar (fl. 1770’s), Kānji Mal Ṣābā (fl. 1770’s), Bindrāban Khushgo (d. 1756/7), Rājā Rām Naūr’in Mauzūn (d. 1762), Rājā Kalyān Singh Āshiq (1752-1821), Rājā Rāj Kishan Dās (1781-1823), and a host of others.

Nearer his own time, Āzād makes only marginal mention of Ghanshām Lāl ‘Āṣī, a leading poet of Delhi, and a pupil of Shāh Naṣīr (1760-1838). Ūzuq (1788-1854), another and more famous pupil of Naṣīr’s, was Āzād’s ustād, and Āzād praised him to the skies in Āb-e ĥayāt. It is said that ‘Āṣī was a participant, on Naṣīr’s behalf, in an episode of rivalry between Shāh Naṣīr and Ūzuq, and ‘Āṣī’s ghażal on that occasion was superior to Ūzuq’s. Āzād is reported to have obtained from Āṣī’s son the details of the former’s life and career for inclusion in Āb-e ĥayāt, but he didn’t use the material at all. Āzād did squeeze in a casual, marginal reference to Āṣī, misnaming the poet, misattributing a shihr of his to Vajīr ud-Dīn Mūnīr (Shāh Naṣīr’s son), and observing in the margin, with the innocent-sounding aplomb characteristic of him, ‘I heard from some senior persons that the shihr in question was recited by Lālā Ghanshām Dās Āṣī. He too was a pupil of Shāh Naṣīr’s’.9

In 1893, Altāf Ḥusain Ḥafī (1837-1914) published his Muqaddamah-e shihr o shā‘īrī (Preface on Poems and Poetry). It was an extensive theoretical statement on the nature of poetry, and an indictment of Urdu poetry in terms of British official ideas about what was wrong with it. Next to Āb-e ĥayāt, the Muqaddamah remains the outstanding Urdu prose critical work of the nineteenth century. It commands nearly absolute authority even now. The Muqaddamah is dotted with references to, and quotes from, Urdu poets of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; with the exception of four references to Dayā Shankar Naṣīm (two of these quite perfunctory, and all of them disapproving), there is no other Hindu among them. Ḥafī does quote a shihr from Bāl Mūkund Ḥuzūr, a pupil of Dard (1720-1783), but misattributes the shihr to Mīr.11

Reviewing the first volume of Maulūv Sayyīd Aḥmad’s Urdu-Urdu dictionary Farhang-e āṣīfīyah (published 1901), Altāf Ḥusain Ḥafī said that the compiler of an Urdu dictionary should be a person from Delhi, and should also be a shā‘īr musalām (a well-educated Muslim of good family), for even in Delhi, it’s only the speech of Muslims that is considered proper and conforming to the required standard. The social [English in original] state of the Hindus does not permit the urdū-e mu‘allā to be their mother tongue.12

It is not surprising that Ḥafī had no sense of incongruence in dismissing the whole Hindu community as outside the pale of cultured Urdu, and even making a somewhat sinister though vague remark about the ‘social’ condition of the Hindus. He was only echoing the standard theory of his British masters. Ḥafī was a person of wide humanity, and was absolutely free from communal bias. In his views about the Hindu’s native incapability in regard to Urdu, he was much ike the European scholars of his day who could, with all compassion, believe in the ‘inherent’ inferiority of the ‘black races’.

Shibīl Nu‘mānī wholeheartedly granted the expertise of Hindus in Urdu. He also granted that the Hindu community was full of liberal-minded people who were active in the promotion of Urdu. Writing in the Muslim Gazette, Lucknow, of October 9, 1912, Shibīl argued,

It is alleged that the Hindus are active in obliterating Urdu, which is the language of our community. Let’s see how. Is it because the Hindus bring out the very best magazines [original in English] and journals (Adīb, and Zamānah) of the Urdu language? Is it because

9Āṣī, Kalām-e Āṣī, pp. 7-8.
10Āzād, Āb-e ĥayāt, p. 566. Note that Āzād names Āṣī wrongly as Ghanshām Dās instead of Ghanshām Lāl.
11Ḥafī, Muqaddamah-e shihr o shā‘īrī, p. 190. Ḥafī quotes two shihrs on this page, describing both as the property of Mīr. The second one is actually Ḥuzūr’s. For Naṣīm, see pp. 216-17, 234-35, 237, 238.
writing in Urdu, should be thus striking new paths for Hindi. They should use [in their Urdu] Hindi words in abundance.\textsuperscript{15}

It was only in the 1930’s that the Muslims, thrown on the defensive by the realization that Urdu might have no place in a Hindu-dominated India, proclaimed the folly and falsity of the ‘Urdu equals Muslim’ equation, and began to assert the truth: Urdu was, and had always been, the language of both Hindus and Muslims. Even so, as late as in 1945, Firaq Gorakhpuri (1896-1984), a Hindu and a major Urdu writer, advised Hindu writers to adopt the style and idiom of the Muslims, for good Urdu was truly the domain of the Muslims. In an essay entitled ‘Answer to a Letter’, Firaq wrote:

In order for the Hindu to outshine even the Muslim in Urdu, it is not necessary at all to give up his religion and gain the honour of converting to Islam....What is needed is for him to grasp firmly in his hands the inner veins of that language in the same way that Urdu, or Western Hindi, was grasped by Mir, Dard, Saudia, Ghālib, Amis, Atash, and Īḍ. Rather, they had clapped the inner veins of Western Hindi closer to themselves than their own jugular vein....A Hindu who possesses a great mind and heart can, by reading the Muslim poets of Urdu, become a greater Urdu poet than [even] Mir and Iqbal.\textsuperscript{16}

Another manifestation of the (un)conscious belief that the Hindu was not a kindred spirit as far as Urdu was concerned can be seen in the ustād-shāgird (master-pupil) connections among Urdu poets during the early twentieth century. The institution of ustād and shāgird gained so much success shortly after coming into existence in the eighteenth century, that the excellence and importance of a poet was judged also by his literary lineage, and by the number and excellence of his own shāgirds. Poets like Sarb Sukh Divānée became leading ustāds, commanding a number of shāgirds who were major poets in their own right. Divānée counted major Muslim poets like Ja‘far

\textsuperscript{13}Shibli Nu‘māni, \textit{Magâlat-e shibli}, p. 189.

\textsuperscript{14}Josh Malihābādī, \textit{Yādōn ki bartāt}, p. 430.

\textsuperscript{15}Quoted in Muḥammad Anṣūrullāh, ‘Urdu nātr par hindū mākhān kā aṣār’, pp. 19-20. See also the author’s \textit{Dāta Dayāl Maharṣhī Shīvbrat Lāl Varmān}.

language evolved under the influence of the English who induced native writers to compose works for general use in a form of Hindustani in which all the words of Arabic and Persian were omitted, Sanskrit words being employed in their place.\(^\text{17}\)

Among modern Indian historians, there was Tara Chand, who recognised the politics behind the Urdu / Hindi question. In 1939, the Delhi station of the All India Radio broadcast a series of six talks entitled Hindustani kyâ hai (What is Hindustani?). The speakers were: Tara Chand, `Abd ul-Ḥaq, Rajendra Prasad, Zakir Husain, Brij Mohan Dattātreyah Kaifi, and Aṣif `Alī. The time and the subject were both fraught with emotion, and Urdu’s case was most forcefully presented by Kaifi and `Abd ul-Ḥaq. Rajendra Prasad purveyed the official Congress / Hindi line. Tara Chand came out with the most succinct presentation, historically speaking. These talks were delivered by the six persons in the order named, from February 20-25, 1939, and with permission from All India Radio were published in book form by Maktabah Jāmī‘a, New Delhi, soon after they were delivered. Tara Chand said:

For the Hindus, Lallūjī Lāl, Bādal Mīshrā, Bēnī Nārā’īn, and others were ordered [by the authorities at the College of Fort William] to prepare books comprising prose texts. Their task was even more difficult. Braj did exist then as the language of literature, but it had prose barely in name. So what could they do? They found a way out by adopting the language of Mīr Amman, [Sher `Alī] Afsos, and others, but they excised Arabic / Persian words from it, replacing them with those of Sanskrit and Hindi [Braj etc.]. Thus, within the space of less than ten years, two new languages...were decked out and presented [before the public] at the behest of the foreigner....Both were look-alikes in form and structure, but their faces were turned away from each other...and from that day to this, we are wandering directionless, on two paths.\(^\text{18}\)

\(^\text{17}\)Frazer, A Literary History of India, p. 265. Frazer should have said, ‘used for literary purposes alike by Hindus and Mussalmans’, rather than ‘Mussalmans’ alone. Apparently he didn’t want to stray too far from the standard line on this matter.

\(^\text{18}\)Maktabah Jāmī‘ah, Hindustānī, pp. 11-12.
Linguistically, it is quite correct to say that Hindi and Urdu are two forms or styles of the same ‘Western Hindi Speech’—the Khadi-Boli Hindustani of Delhi. But historically, and linguistically, Urdu is not the modified, Muslimised form of what now-a-day[s] passes as Hindi, i.e., Sanskritised Khadi Boli. It is rather the other way about: Persianized Hindustani as it developed in the Mogul court circles in Delhi during the 18th century (before that, we find it in the Dakni speech of the Deccan…), was taken up by the Hindus…They adopted or revived the native Nagari and began to use a highly Sanskritic vocabulary…and thus they created the literary Hindi of to-day, round about 1800, mainly in Calcutta.

Suniti Kumar Chatterji goes on to say that he now agrees with the view of Tara Chand that ‘Sanskritic Hindi’ was created on the ‘model of Persianized Urdu’, though he was, at one time, opposed to this view. Chatterji need not blame himself for being somewhat tardy in coming round to the views of Tara Chand on the Urdu/Hindi question. Many Urdu scholars, it seems, haven’t done so even now. I haven’t yet seen an Urdu linguist say in clear and unmistakable terms that modern Hindi is a shade, or style, of Urdu. Shade is a word much favoured by modern Hindi scholars to describe the relationship between Urdu and Hindi: Urdu is nothing but a shade of Hindi.

(10) Drawid-sena, Siv-sena jaist ek ‘Hindi sena’ bano, taki Hindi-ke liye laden. ‘Create a Hindi Army like the Dravida Army, and the Army of Siva, to fight for Hindi.’

Chatterji makes no comment on this; he was probably left speechless. Writing in 1968, Ashok Kelkar, who is now perhaps the doyen of modern Indian linguists and semioticians, coined the term ‘Hirdu’ to indicate the current linguistic reality of the speech of Urdu/Hindi, and to highlight the linguistic-cultural complexities which now stick like encrustations onto their actual historical reality. Kelkar wrote:

Contemporary standard Hindi-Urdu, however, consists of a number of integrated variations that need to be studied together—in an integrated framework.

---


20 Chatterji, India: A Polyglot Nation, pp. 50-54.
...Hindi-Urdu (or Hirdu as I propose to call it from now on) is, much like its predecessor Sanskrit and contemporary rival English, the regionally 'unmarked' koine of South Asia.

...Historically the linguistic matrix of Hirdu...is the so-called Khatari Boli dialect area.

What is special about Hirdu is that both 'native' and 'adherent' speakers have to be counted as 'good informants' for eliciting texts and secondary responses (to questions such as 'Is this good Hindi / Urdu?'). Both types of speakers feel equally at home in Hirdu—enough not to worry about committing 'mistakes' in the use of it, so as to be free from any sense of insecurity.21

Having succinctly stated the current position of Hirdu as the koine of South Asia, with only English (and not modern 'Hindi') as its rival for that place, Ashok Kelkar delivers the clincher:

Both [Urdu and Hindi] are an outgrowth of Khatari Boli, a branch of the 'Madhyadeshi' ('Western Hindi'), itself a branch of the 'inner Central' group of the Indo-Aryan (Indic) sub-family of the Indo-European family.

...Hindi literature is barely eighty years old. Urdu is older by only a generation or so...[A] history of 'Urdu' literature will cover Hindavi or Rakhta (some prefer to call it Old Urdu) and Old Literary Dakhani.22

In spite of the historically true and dispassionate narratives of Tara Chand, Kelkar, and Chatterji on the origins and nature of Urdu and modern Hindi, the dominant and majority opinion among the Hindus about Urdu remained substantially the same as articulated by Raja Jai Kishan Das and Shiv Prasad toward the end of the nineteenth century. Francis Robinson says, 'Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the dominance of the Urdu speaking elite was gradually undermined by several factors, most of them arising from the effects of British rule'.23 It should be clear that one of the policies of the Raj was to inculcate among the Hindus, especially those of the North, the belief that their identity needed to be expressed in terms of a separate language. 'Raja Jai Kishan Das...one of Syed Ahmad Khan's closest friends, began to urge the cause of Hindi and the Nagri script in every possible way: he pressed for the abolition of Urdu in government offices,...when the Hindi-Nagri standard was raised, many of the Urdu-speaking elite fell behind it.'24

Francis Robinson's conclusion that 'an increasingly important development in the 1880's and 1890's [was] the tendency of the Hindi movement to become a communal crusade against the Urdu language'25 is borne out by the report of the Education Commission set up by the British in 1882. In his evidence before the Commission, Shiv Prasad, a senior person in the Department of Education (then called 'Public Instruction') in U.P., who had switched from supporting Urdu to Hindi, said: 'For Hindus, Hindi was a language purged of all the Arabic and Persian accretions which served to remind them of the Muslims' supremacy while the Nagri script had a religious significance...For Muslims on the other hand Hindi was dirty and they thought most degrading to learn it'.26 Thus in the 'second half of the nineteenth century, Urdu and the Persian script in which it was written became a symbol of Muslim power and influence'.27

---

21Kelkar, Studies in Hindi-Urdu I, pp. 1, 2, 3, 5.

22Kelkar, Studies in Hindi-Urdu I, pp. 11-15. (Capitalizations throughout the above quotations are the author's.) Note that when Kelkar says that Urdu literature is barely a generation or so older than 'Hindi' literature, he's making the point that the name 'Urdu' as that of a literary language came into common use after 1850. This is borne out by my foregoing discussion. I am grateful to Professor A. A. Surur for bringing Kelkar's text to my attention, and to Ashok Kelkar himself for presenting me with a copy of his somewhat rare monograph, through my friend Professor Rasheed Kausar Farooque, formerly of Bijapur University.

23Robinson, Separatism Among Indian Muslims, p. 3.

24Robinson, Separatism Among Indian Muslims, p. 74.

25Robinson, Separatism Among Indian Muslims, p. 75.

26These are Shiv Prasad's own words, quoted by Robinson (p. 36). Shiv Prasad was also unhappy over the popularity of Urdu—which, he said, was becoming a mother tongue for the Hindus.

27Robinson, Separatism Among Indian Muslims, p. 36.
Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khân was farsighted enough to realize that the effects of the demand for a separate 'Hindi' for the Hindus would be harmful to both Hindus and Muslims, though for different reasons. On April 29, 1870, he wrote to Mulhsin ul-Mulk from England:

I have received a piece of news which made me extremely sad and anxious, it is that egoed on by the suggestions of Babu Shiv Prashad Sahib, there is a general fervour in the hearts of the Hindus in favour of eflaing from the world, the Urdu language and the Persian script, which are the memorial of the Muslims [in this country]...This is a proposal and a device on which there will in no way be agreement and unity among the Hindus and the Muslims. Muslims will never agree on Hindi, ...and the consequence will be that Hindus and Muslims will become separate. There isn't much to fear in this, thus far....Rather, the Muslims will be the gainers, and Hindus will be in loss. And yet I am concerned about just two things here: first, according to my temperament and nature, I desire well for all Indians, whether Hindu or Muslim; second, they [the Muslims] will never become capable of doing anything for their own good.  

For the Urdu speakers, one of the cultural consequences of the Hindi-Nagari movement was the inculation among them of feelings of guilt and inferiority about both Urdu script and orthography. It will be recalled that one of the points of Harishchandra's tirade against Urdu was that its script was foreign; worse, it permitted ambiguity in reading, and thus encouraged people to cheat. Supporters of Nagari also claimed for it an intrinsic superiority over the Urdu script. Garcín de Tassy tells us about a paper written in 1864 by Rajinder Lal Mitter in support of Nagari. In it, Mitter also asserted that

(0) Urdu possessed a script inferior to Nagari. I might mention here in passing that the seed for these ideas too was sown by Gilchrist. He once proposed the use of the Roman script for many oriental languages, including Sanskrit, Arabic, and 'Hindustani'.

Such voices gathered force as time went on, and ultimately convinced many in the Urdu cultural community too of their truth. The British had in any case introduced Urdu in Roman script for use in the Indian Army. The Roman cannot (without diacritics) configure many important Urdu sounds, but the Army's demands were not very sophisticated anyway. Except for editions of the New Testament in 'Roman Urdu' used in many Christian mission schools, the Roman script for Urdu was never widely known outside the Indian Army. Yet this doesn't mean that the matter of changing Urdu's script to Roman was not considered seriously. Garcín de Tassy reports that critics of Urdu, 'blinded by prejudice', began to run down its script. He felt that the British might even decide ultimately

(Hindu) texts and ethos. In the process, he helped construct the Indian / Hindu reality in a way that encouraged the then-rising tide of Hindu nationalism.

(0) See Fārmān Fatāpūrī, Urdu imāl aur rasm-ul khat, p. 72.
(0) The great success of the colonial discourse in India can be judged from the fact that a modern, liberal historian like Siddiqi actually admires Gilchrist for his proposal to Romanise the script of these languages: he looks upon it as a step toward the 'unification' of the country. Siddiqi says, 'Gilchrist's attempt to introduce the Roman script characters in order to unify the Indian script was, perhaps, his greatest contribution'. He published the Oriental Fabuls (1803) to prove that 'Hindoostanees, Persian, Arabic, Brij Bhasha, Bengla and Sanskrit' could be written in the Roman script 'with ease and correctness'. See Siddiqi, Origins of Modern Hindustani Literature, pp. 39-40.

(0) For a notion of what the 'Roman Urdu' was like, see Willatt, A Text Book of Urdu in the Roman Script.
to impose the Roman script on Urdu, and if they did so, it would be extremely unfortunate.\textsuperscript{33}

Nevertheless, calls for ‘improvements’ in the Urdu system of orthography, or even its script, are still made, and not from ‘anti-Urdu’ circles alone. The Urdu linguistic and literary community is perhaps the only one in the world which feels uncomfortable, and even guilty, about almost every aspect of its script and orthography. To this must be added a surreptitious feeling of guilt generated by the Urdu literary community’s almost universal belief that Urdu was a ‘military language’ after all.

The fault for this, I think, should lie with Urdu historians from 1880 on, who didn’t stop to examine the implications of the fact that if the name ‘Urdu’ first came into use during the last few years of the eighteenth century, it might perhaps have no military implications. Ḥāfīẓ Maḥmūd Sherānī did explore the various names of the language, and asserted that ‘Urdu’ as a language name was of recent origin. But he didn’t appreciate the problem that this presented for the historian.\textsuperscript{34}

The only literary historian who did realise the anomaly here was Grahame Bailey. He even offered a tentative explanation for the late appearance of the name ‘Urdu’. Unfortunately, he also made a number of fanciful observations about the origin of Urdu, and his writings on this matter seem not to have been taken seriously. Bailey argued that ‘Urdu was born in 1027; its birthplace was Lahore, its parent Old Panjabi; Old Khaṛī was its step-parent; it had no direct relationship with Braj. The name Urdu first appears 750 years later’.\textsuperscript{35} And he noted some queries:

We have to answer three questions:

(1) Why was there a delay of centuries in giving the name Urdu?

(2) If a new name had to be given in the eighteenth century, why was this name chosen for the language when it had many, many years previously been given up for the army?

(3) If the army was not called urdu till Babur’s time, 1526, the language which had then existed for nearly 500 years must already have had a name. Why was that name given up?

Grahame Bailey said that the problem was easier to state than solve. He himself presented a very feeble explanation, suggesting that ‘some name or description such as zabūn i urdu was in conversational use from the time when the army was first called urdu, and that very gradually, hundreds of years later, it crept into books, possibly earlier than we are aware of, while the use of Urdu alone was still later’.\textsuperscript{36}

It is obvious that this is untenable, even as speculation. It is as untenable as the date of the ‘birth’ of Urdu given by Bailey. Yet to Bailey must go the credit of realising that there was a problem with Urdu’s nomenclature. If Urdu scholars didn’t follow the matter up, so much the worse for them. Bailey in fact did suggest an answer, but with extreme diffidence: ‘Jules Bloch made a striking suggestion, which he admits is only an intuitive feeling required to be substantiated by proof, that the name Urdu is due to Europeans’.\textsuperscript{37} Bailey didn’t investigate Bloch’s idea further, but felt that since Gilchrist always called the language ‘Hindustani’, and in 1796 reported—as we have seen above—that the language was also called ‘Oordoo’,\textsuperscript{38} it could not have been the British who introduced the name. This is quite true. But it was the British who popularised the name, for apparently political reasons. Even Bailey fell into the ‘military error’ in believing that urdu means ‘army’, and nothing more. In fact, there is no recorded instance of this word ever being used in the Urdu / Hindi / Rekhtah / Dakani / Gujri language to denote ‘army’. Its most popular meaning, in

\textsuperscript{33}Quoted in Fārman Fathpūrī, \textit{Urdu inlā aur rasm ul-khat,} p. 73.

\textsuperscript{34}Sherānī, \textit{Maqālāt-e sherānī,} vol. 1, pp. 10-44.

\textsuperscript{35}Bailey, \textit{Studies in North Indian Languages,} p. 1. I am grateful to Frances Fritchett for bringing to my attention Grahame Bailey’s writings on this subject.

\textsuperscript{36}Bailey, \textit{Studies in North Indian Languages,} p. 6.

\textsuperscript{37}Bailey, \textit{Studies in North Indian Languages,} p. 3.

\textsuperscript{38}As we have seen, Gilchrist made this claim in A \textit{Grammar of the Hindoostanee Language} (p. 261).
fact, was 'the city of Shāhjahnābād'. This is borne out even by the definitions of the word urdū from Fallon and Platts that I have discussed at length.

Similarly, the blame for not effectively refuting the theories about the antiquity of modern Hindi, and even its antiquity over Urdu, must lie with the historians of Urdu—all of whom failed to address this issue scientifically and logically, if they dealt with it at all. Premchand, not a historian by any means, had clearer ideas on this subject, though he too seems to have ultimately swum with the current, as we saw in the beginning of the previous chapter. He advocated the use of 'Hindustani'—which he defined as a simplified Urdu / Hindi—but recognised that Hindi was not a separate language as such. In an address delivered at Bombay in 1934, he declared, 'In my view, Hindi and Urdu are one and the same language. When they have common verbs and subjects, there can be no doubt of their being one'.

Speaking in Madras before the Dakshin Bhārat Hindi Prachār Sabha, also in 1934, he said, 'The name 'Hindi' was given by the Muslims, and until just fifty years ago, the language now being described as 'Urdu' was called 'Hindi' even by the Muslims'.

But these, and other remarks like these, were like stray thoughts, not decisive, and having no force of theory. So fictions about Urdu's 'Muslim military character' persisted, and are generally current even now.

---

39Premchand, Sāhiyā kā uddeshya, p. 108.

40Premchand, Sāhiyā kā uddeshya, p. 124. I am grateful to Professor Ja'far Razā of the University of Allahabad for drawing my attention to these texts of Premchand.